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INTRODUCTION

Chatbot has become the contact point of the business world
today. The arrival of chatbots has opened new realms of customer
engagement and new ways of doing business in the form of
conversational support and commerce.
“By 2022, 70% of white-collar workers will interact with conversational
platforms on a daily basis”[1].
A chatbot is one of the highly adapted Artificial Intelligent (AI) solutions
and is rendering the traditional customer interaction and making
applications and websites redundant. Enterprises believe that they can
help businesses reduce operational costs and increase the quality of
communication through messenger channels, creating real monetary
value.
Many solutions are available in the market to meet different business
needs, but enterprises are still facing challenges in identifying the right
chatbot solution, which is easy to manage, operate and achieve ROI.
“In 2019, 69% of global data and analytics decision makers whose
firms were adopting automation said they have implemented or plan
to implement chatbots in the next 12 months. Yet, most businesses
struggle to scale past proofs of concept and pilot deployments and get
to the promised land of reduced contacts and optimized costs”[2].

1. https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/chatbots-will-appeal-to-modern-workers/
2. https://go.forrester.com/blogs/help-your-chatbots-to-break-the-scale-barrier-in-2020/
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The challenges are not limited to deciding whether to adopt but how
to do that quickly and successfully. So, enterprises should evaluate
when to use and how to use a chatbot. Also, enterprises should
identify the right BOT framework, AI enablers, and messaging platform
or matured all-in-one solutions to reap the full benefits of a chatbot.
Altran has deep expertise in developing, deploying chatbots, which
helps in improving customer experience and cost optimization. In
this paper, we are sharing the vital elements required for a robust,
successful chatbot solution required for any enterprise.
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CHATBOT BACKGROUND
AND BENEFITS

A chatbot is an AI software that can simulate a conversation (voice or
text) with a user in natural language through messaging applications,
websites or mobile apps.
A chatbot is often described as one of the most advanced and
promising expressions of interaction between humans and machines.
However, from a technological point of view, a chatbot only represents
the natural evolution of a question-answering system leveraging AI
technologies such as Natural Language Processing (NLP), speech
recognition, deep learning techniques to have a human-like
conversation.
Most of enterprise chatbot frameworks are grammatically structuring
customer’s question and then offering “canned” answers which are
basic. Chatbots need to go beyond NLP techniques to understand
customer’s true intent.
Chatbots have evolved over some time and are now available in
various degrees of intelligence ranging from answering questions
to having the complete capability of a support employee. The right
chatbot platform should be selected depending on the use case.
Enterprise chatbots should be readily available and accessible across
all channels and integrated with all business systems quickly.
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Common Chatbot Uses
Enterprises are using multiple chatbots for various needs across
verticals and multiple purposes in their organizations, such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

FAQ bot
Resolving customer technical queries
Sales assistant
Customer reach
HR transaction services
IT Helpdesk
Travel assistant
Finance services bot

And all these chatbots are employed by enterprises to achieve
objectives such as:
Improving Customer Service: Chatbots can provide quick responses
to the users any time every day. Service availability can be improved
without human agent presence all time.
Personalize Communication: By customizing the interaction, chatbots
help in gaining customer attention. Engaging the customer in a more
meaningful conversation increases the desire to buy the product,
ultimately improving sales.
Improve Response Rate: About 90% of questions sent from
messenger pages or app stores remain unanswered. The multi-channel
chatbot responds to 100% of messages, logs support tickets, which
improves business revenue.
Automate Repetitive Tasks: 60-70% support tickets are related to
routine information queries. Chatbots are addressing these queries
through answer retrieval process using pre-configured question and
answer, which is helping in resource productivity.
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Simple Task Execution: Chatbots are being employed to perform
simple tasks by integrating with IT systems to perform tasks such as
balance inquiry, ticket logging, support ticket status check, etc.
Troubleshooting Advisor: Troubleshooting advisor chatbots help
to troubleshoot technical problems by walking the user through the
detailed diagnostic steps and connecting with a live agent if needed.
Field Service Assistant. Field service assistant chatbots are being
used to notify service technicians of their daily job queue, assisting
them to log time on the installation and answering the questions on
the job to be performed.
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CHALLENGES IN ENTERPRISE
CHATBOT PLATFORM

Early enterprises adaptors started employing chatbots on most of the
use cases but they were deployed as an independent solution for each
use case.
Enterprises are struggling to manage multiple solutions, expand the
scope with new scenarios and scale. Some of the common challenges
are explained below:
Training the BOTs: Regular update of a chatbot knowledge base is
a cumbersome and manual task. For some business cases such as
technical support where hundreds of documents, blogs, whitepapers are
required to be translated into bot understandable format is becoming
unmanageable.
Bot Validation: Most of the enterprises are ignoring or limiting BOT
validation to a domain, but chatbot requires testing in various categories
and aspects. Lack of test coverage and a well-defined framework leads
to bot rejection.
Efficiency Measure: Enterprises should ensure that chatbot
replacement with human intervention should not degrade customer
support quality. Robust monitoring tools and well-defined KPIs are
required to measure efficiency and response accuracy.
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User Experience: Delay in the response of more than a few seconds
is not acceptable in human conversation. Delayed response due
to interoperability, volumes impact quality and will lead to a bad
experience. Well defined architecture should be implemented to
manage user experience.
Maintainability: Updating and managing separate chatbots for each
use case is cumbersome. A common platform to maintain multiple
domain chatbots helps to reduce the cost overrun and minimizes the
errors.
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TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
AND SOLUTION APPROACH

To overcome the above-mentioned challenges, some of the proven
technologies and best practices shall be embraced and integrated
into the chatbot solution. Text databases, knowledge graphs, speech
recognition, deep learning techniques are some of the most promising
new technologies to address chatbot training challenges.
Knowledge graph
Most chatbot platforms take a relatively simplistic approach to
conversational analysis. Most mature chatbot takes benefits of
conversational designers. The conversational designer is asked to
define possible intents a user may have and to illustrate those intents
through example phrases.
For example, a conversational designer could be interested in
capturing the intent of a user to “purchase a mobile.” This high-level
intent is fed into the conversational tool and example phrases such as
“I want to buy a mobile,” “I am looking for a mobile,” “I want a mobile,”
etc., are provided to seed the NLP system.
The NLP system would then be able to match the phrase “I want to
purchase mobile” to the intent “purchase a phone.” It can do so with
the help of the NLP tool that knows that the semantic distance between
mobile, phone or even smartphone is small.
This level of intent matching is excellent for a lot of frequent simple
chatbot interactions, but it cannot address more complicated and
novel domains.
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Figure 1: Graph Based Knowledge Base for Chatbot

Instead of relying on purely intent matching chatbots as described
above, access to lower-level analysis results (syntax analysis, entities,
key phrases) and combining that with a text-based database &
knowledge graph gives accurate responses. Text-based databases are
loaded with rich information by processing and indexing unstructured
data from various data sources.
Knowledge graph databases (or ontology) connect intents, phrases,
nouns and adjectives to concepts in the domain collected from various
(semi) structured data sources.
The input from the user is analyzed and the results are used to navigate
the knowledge graph and find the best prediction of what the user was
trying to say at a semantic level.
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Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is one of three basic machine learning
paradigms, alongside supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
With continuous feedback on actions, reinforcement allows the bot
to learn by trial and error. Bot training happens through learning from
mistakes. For chatbot development, this is a significant advantage with
conversations.
With the use of Reinforcement Learning, over a period, chatbot
accuracy and quality improves.
Speech-To-Text
Voice-based chatbots gain huge traction; it is an inevitable feature to
provide in a chatbot. Many speech-to-text conversion solutions are
available in the market, but the right package/API with good accuracy
and localization should be considered before finalizing a solution.

Figure 2: BOT Training
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Security
Security is one of the important aspects of chatbots platform and
should address the two major security risk categories, namely, threats
and vulnerabilities. These security risks can be mitigated by following
some recommend practices such as
•
Multi-Factor Authentication
•
Data Encryption
•
Authentication Timeouts
•
Web Application Firewalls
Analytics
Interference is one of the key use cases with data analytics. Readily
available plug-ins for data collection, transforming unstructured data,
quantifiable metrics generation, etc., enables analytics application on
the chatbot.
In the chatbot ecosystem, analytics is key to help in improving
customer experience, performance and acceptance. Analytics will help
to measure the quality and efficiency of the chatbot.
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To measure the quality and efficiency of a chatbot and to improve the
adoption rate, well defined KPIs should be calculated and monitored
as listed below:
Quality
Total vs. Incomplete sessions: Report and capture the total use
of transactions vs. unanswered queries. This helps to identify data
sufficiency and intent training.
Domain wise Bot session trends: This is to understand the
acceptance of bot as per each domain.
Efficiency
Total vs. Successful Sessions: This report helps to understand the
stability and performance of the platform.
Total vs. SME Handovers: Helps to identify gaps in available
information and address through intent training.
Adoptability
Request to response time-lapse: This helps to identify & improve user
experience. Average Sessions time duration: Longer the user sessions
indicate the adoptability and user acceptance.

Figure3: BOT Analytics
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Bot Testing
Validating the chatbot in all aspects is essential just as a good testing
strategy is required.
Developers must look beyond standard software testing aspects like
logical, rule-based, UI, Integration, interoperability, load, etc. while
testing chatbot solution.
While validating chatbot solution, multi factor needs to be considered
apart from software functionality, such as language skills, context
switch, region, domain etc.
Bot testing is broadly categorized into three areas, namely:
•
General Testing: Greeting messages, handling out of domain
queries, etc.
•
Domain-Specific Testing: Ensure response accuracy and right
response is provided
•
Boundary Test: SME handovers, handling ambiguous queries,
sarcasm, etc.
To ensure the right coverage of testing, the following aspects need to
be considered:
•
Testing bot on understanding, intelligence, functionality
•
Automate regression testing called record and run, where you can
record your test cases
•
NLP and data model testing and comparing across different NLP
providers used in solution
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ENTERPRISE CHATBOT
ESSENTIALS

To overcome widely observed challenges by enterprise, Altran
presents a well-defined framework along with technology adoption as
depicted above.
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The following best practices demonstrated their efficiency in making
our clients chatbot journey a success
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1.

Bot life cycle Management: Enterprises need a robust platform to
create and train bots, and to test, publish, including versioning and
upgrading

2.

Omni-Channel Capabilities: To enable seamless customer
experience and provide the speed and accuracy of interaction
with the business, omnichannel capabilities are a must

3.

Advanced NLP and continuous training: Using deep learning
techniques to detect intents and entities is a de-facto. Along
with that, the framework should have the capability to learn from
experiences/conversations and feedback collected directly or
indirectly

4.

Task execution framework: Plug & Play adaptor integration
capability is required which allows the connection of 3rd party
systems to provide task execution seamlessly

5.

Dialog intelligence: Accommodates all the nuances and patterns
in human communications, includes general as well as domain
specific

6.

Analytics: Knowing the performance, usability and accuracy of
the framework is compulsory and should be achieved through
a robust analytics capability. The analytics module shall capture
all activities and events and represent them as dashboards and
downloadable reports for analysis
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CONCLUSION

Chatbots can go beyond playing the role of mere “non-human
customer responds agents”. Intelligent chatbots shall anticipate followup question, throw helpful suggestions for customer’s next need and
help them get the right information.
A more robust AI eco-system can be programmed in platform to
help the bots integrate as deeply as possible with all the essential
components of an enterprise system to make them as “intelligent” as
possible.
Organization technical leads need to ask themselves some important
questions:
1. Is the chatbot platform generic or a pointed solution?
2. How easy to train your chatbot solution?
3. Is the platform safe, secure and scalable?
4. Can this platform provide analytics on response accuracy,
response time, session duration, etc.?
5. Can we integrate the platform with back-office through APIs for
task execution?
6. Can we integrate this platform with multiple channels?
7. Is it easy to upgrade, validate and deploy chatbot seamlessly?
Enterprises whose right answers to the above questions are well
positioned in improve ROI, improve the chatbot adoptability and
enhance the customer experience.
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Altran has rich experience in providing solutions using widely used
proprietary chatbots and open source platforms. Also, it exhibits strong
technical capabilities in customization and delivery of enterprise
chatbot architecture comprising of rich UI interface, maintainable
knowledge base, quality assurance and security platform.
With the human centred and agile approach, we make our clients'
digital transformation journey hassle free and successful.
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